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ABSTRACT

Initial investigations involved the use of single
The results of an experimental investigation pin emitters; however, the low and irregular emission

using three Emission Electrostatic Thrusters are led to the employment of linear arrays of needles.
presented. Four tests were performed using both 30 Parametric studies of both the geometry and the
mm and 50 mm slit length emitters. A complete materials to be used for the manufacturing of the
electric characterization of the emitting unit and a emitting unit were carried out; nickel and tungsten
photographic investigation of the ion emission were arrays of needles, with densities from 10 to 300
carried out. Good levels of emission current and thrust needles/cm and radii of curvature of the pins from 1 to
were obtained but the associated values of specific 10 tm, were built and succesfully tested2 . In order to
power were relatively high. The analysis of the pictures increase the still low level of ion emission per unit
of the ion beam shows the distribution of the emission length and improve the degree of wetting of the array by
points and indicates that the wetting of the slit with the the liquid propellant, stacked arrays were introduced 3 ,
current emitter geometry is very sensitive to both the with a considerable improvement in the emitter
bakeout process and the ultimate pressure level attained performance. It was not long before the emitter
in the vacuum chamber. geometry developed into a linear, solid slit

configuration in 19794. Since then numerous studies
have been devoted to the refinement of the geometry of

INTRODUCTION the emitting unit and the optimization of its
performance. The manufacturing of the blades which

Liquid metal FEEP (Field Emission Electric form the slit tip was improved, slit widths as small as 1
Propulsion) thrusters have been progressively developed im were obtained and the geometry of the accelerator
over a period of nineteen years, evolving from a single electrode was changed to minimize the side effects at the
pin emitter in 1972, through linear arrays of stacked emitter slit ends 5 . Through all these studies, the
needles in 1975, to the high efficiency solid slit emitter present configuration of the liquid caesium FEEP
in 1979. From the early studies which successfully thrusters was attained. A more detailed description of
demonstrated the field emission of caesium ions from the development of the emitting unit is given in Refs. 6
capillary tubesl, several activities were undertaken to and 7.
investigate the feasibility of the application of the field Presently, the FEEP system is in the final
emission concept to space propulsion. development phase which includes the optimization of

the emitter performance, the completion of technology
.................---- .............------- ----------------- development and its transfer to industry.
* Research Assistant, Aerospace Engineering; currently The present work seeks to contribute to the

Research Assistant at Auburn University, Auburn, definition of the values of the main parameters which
Alabama, U. S. A. determine the performance of the emitting unit. Also,
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t Professor, Aerospace Engineering. Director, of the degree of wetting of the slit and the degree and
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emission. The results of an experimental activity the inner side of the accelerator plate to protect the
carried out at the University of Pisa using both 30 mm emitter from secondary electron bombardment. This is
and 50 mm slit length emitters are presented. Four not shown in Fig. 2 but can be seen in Fig. 4. The
tests have been carried out, each including the following same accelerator electrode was used with all three
measurements: emitters. The values of the main geometric parameters

which characterize the configuration of the emitting unit
- measurements of all main electric parameters, adopted in all four tests are given in Table 1.

in order to obtain a complete characterization of the When a positive voltage, V, , is applied to the
electric performance of the unit (such as voltage-current emitter and a negative voltage, Vacc , is applied to the
characteristics), and to calculate most of its propulsive accelerator electrode the liquid caesium surface at the
performance parameters (such as thrust, specific impulse slit tip is distorted by the very strong local electric field
and specific power). until some ion emission occurs from localized emission

- photographic investigation of the emission, points through the mechanism known as "Taylor cone".
in order to estimate the divergence angles of the ion These caesium ions are then accelerated by the same
beam and to evaluate qualitatively the degree of unifonn voltage difference established between the emitter and
wetting of the slit and even distribution of emission the accelerator electrode and leave through the slot in the
points. accelerator plate, forming the ion beam.

A comparison among the perfonnance observed
in the four tests is also given. Table 1. Geometric characteristics of emitting unit

SParameter Symbol Value
EMITTING UNIT

The linear, solid slit emitter is made of two slit width w 1.1 ipm
halves in inconel X750 joined together by screws. A
nickel layer with a thickness of 1.1 pm is obtained on slit depth d 10.5 mm
selected areas of the finished inner surfaces of the two
halves by sputtering. When the two halves are joined distance of accelerator
together a 1.1 pm width slit is formed in which the electrode from slit lip a 0.6 mm
liquid metal flows by capillarity. The slit tip is formed
by shaping one side of both halves. The liquid metal is height of opening in
stored in a reservoir contained within the body of the accelerator electrode 2b 4.0 mm
emitter and the liquid metal supply is in the upper
emitter halve. Liquid caesium of very high purity is field of view angle (FOV) tg b/a 700
employed as propellant. A schematic of the emitter is
shown in Fig. 1.

Three emitters have been employed: two
emitters having a slit length of 30 mm were
manufactured at the European Space Research and EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Technology Center (ESTEC) and a third one with a 50
mm slit length was provided by the Fulmer Research The testing of the FEEP thrusters was performed
Institute. employing the vacuum facility IVI of

An accelerator electrode constitutes the second CENTROSPAZIO. Such a facility is composed of a
element of the emitting unit. This electrode is a flat main cylindrical vessel in stainless steel, 1000 mm
plate in stainless steel with an opening 70 mm long and long and 6() mm in diameter, and a smaller cylinder
4 mm wide through which the ion beam is ejected. The also in stainless steel, 380 mm in length and with a
accelerator electrode is mounted in front of the emitter, diameter of 340 mm, connected to the fore side of the
with the emitter slit centered with respect to the main chamber. The latter vessel is referred to as the
accelerator opening. Figure 2 shows an assembly "test chamber" because it hosts the apparatus required
sketch of the unit. An aluminum shield is attached to for the testing, described below. The main chamber is
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equipped with a cryogenic pumping system featuring an emitter. A tungsten filament around the main body and
ultimate pressure of 10-9 mbar with a pumping speed of the capillary tube ensures that the temperature of the
about 1000 It/sec. Several pressure gauges are mounted caesium is above its melting point at all times during
at different locations in the vacuum chamber. An the filling operation.
electron suppression grid and an ion collector cooled Finally, two windows located in the test chamber
with LN 2 are also available; two tests were performed allow view of the top and side of the emitting unit.
employing these devices. Figure 3 shows the facility This is necessary for a direct observation of the filling
IVI. phase and for taking photographs of the emission beam.

Critical pieces of equipment are located on the For a more complete documentation on the
flange carrying the main devices employed in a FEEP experimental apparatus, see Refs. 8 and 9.
system. These include the emitting unit, the caesium The testing procedure of a FEEP thruster can be
feeding system and all the electric connections necessary divided into four phases. The initial phase includes all
for the bakeout process and the application of the desired preliminary activities necessary to the preparation of the
voltages to the emitter and the accelerator electrode. system. First, the emitter is accurately cleaned to
Figure 4 shows this flange. A linear motion prevent small dust particles from obstructing the slit. It
feedthrough is provided in the lower end of the flange, is then assembled together with the accelerator electrode
in order to allow fine positioning of the thruster. In with a relative position as specified in Table 1. This
fact, the emitting unit needs to be moved at different cleaning operation is extremely important for a good
exact locations during various phases of the testing, wetting of the slit. The emitting unit is placed on the
including bakeout, propellant feeding, steady state supporting cantilever and the electric wires are connected
emission and photographing the beam. The emitting to the thruster. Also, the caesium ampoule is delicately
unit is assembled on the tip of a cantilever mounted on placed inside the main glass body, and the feeding
the sled of the linear motion feedthrough. A rotation system is put on its support. Once the desired ultimate
motion feedthrough is located in the middle right side of pressure inside the vacuum chamber has been attained,
the flange: it consists of an aluminum rod which carries the bakeout phase begins. In the bakeout process
a heater for the bakeout of the emitter. The heater is a adopted in these tests, the temperature of the emitter
tungsten filament which is rotated in a horizontal body is progressively raised up a maximum value of
position, close to the emitter body, only during the 4(0)°C in about two hours. This is achieved at first

bakeout. A second heater is used to maintain the through radiative heating from the tungsten filament and
temperature of the emitter above the melting point of then by direct electron bombardment caused by the
caesium during its operation. On the opposite side of application of a positive voltage to the emitter. The
the flange, two electric feedthroughs bring two high bakeout is necessary to outgas the various substances
voltage wires to the emitter and the accelerator plate, that may have been absorbed by the inner surfaces of the
respectively, from the appropriate power supplies. A two halves forming the slit of the emitter. In particular,
thermocouple is also provided to monitor the the complete removal of water vapor is of critical
temperature of the emitter body. importance to avoid the formation of CsOH crystals

The caesium feeding system is shown in Fig. 5. that would obstruct the slit, impeding its uniform
An open system has been employed for all tests. A wetting by the liquid caesium. After the maximum
main body, made of glass, is followed by ,i suitably temperature has been reached, the emitter is allowed to
shaped capillary tube which ends in a nozzle. A cool down to about 300C, that is, slightly above the

caesium ampoule containing 3 grams of very high melting point of caesium. At this point, the emitting
purity caesium under vacuum is placed inside the main unit is ready for the filling phase. The unit is moved

body before the beginning of the test. When the to a backward position until the funnel on the emitter is

appropriate vacuum level is reached inside the chamber exactly underneath the nozzle of the feeding system.

the ampoule is broken using a magnetic gun and the Liquid caesium is then fed to the emitter reservoir

liquid caesium is allowed to drop and collect in the following the method described above. This is a very
bottom of the main body. Highly pure argon from an delicate operation since enough propellant must be
outside reservoir is introduced into the main body, furnished to the emitter to allow a uniform wetting of
creating an overpressure that drives the liquid caesium the slit without letting the caesium overflow the funnel.
through the capillary tube and the nozzle allowing it to The fourth phase is the normal operation of the thruster
drip into a funnel mounted on the top surface of the and the emission of the ion beam. The emitting unit is
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moved to its fully forward position in which it is
located inside the larger chamber. Upon application of a 6 x 102
suitable voltage difference above a threshold value, the P- 6 x 10 v (3)
emission of caesium ions begins. A steady emission sn a
level is usually achieved after a few minutes from the a

emission onset. During this time the flow of caesium
is cleaning the slit of any residual particles which may Both the specific impulse and the specific power are
temporarily obstruct it. During the operation of the directly proportional to the square root of the voltage
thruster, it is deemed necessary to keep the temperature applied to the emitter. Combining Eqs. (2) and (3), the
of the emitter body between 28.4°C (the melting point following equation is derived.
of caesium) and a maximum value set at 40 0C in order
to minimize the propellant losses by evaporation and _ 4.906 (4)
avoid the forming of an electric arc between the two sin a
electrodes. The test is stopped upon completion of all
the desired measurements.

Equation (4) shows that, in order to reduce the currently
high values of specific power associated with the

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION operation of the thruster, a lower specific impulse must
be attained.

In all four tests the following variables were Table 2 summarizes the conditions observed in the
measured: the voltages applied to the emitter, Ve , and four tests. The threshold voltage, V , is defined here as
to the accelerator electrode, Vac ; the current on the the value of the total voltage applied to the emitting
emitter, Ie ; the current through the accelerator plate, unit, Vt = Ve + IVacc , at which an emission current of
lac ; and the temperature of the emitter body. These 0.1 mA is recorded.
quantities allow a complete electric characterization of The results from test #1 indicate a good behavior of
the thruster. Also, several propulsive performance the emitter, with a uniform, continuous emission and a
parameters can be calculated 8 . The thrust, F, is steady temperature of the emitter body well below 40°C
obtained from the following equation: at all times during the test. The thruster was operated

for about sixteen hours, with one refill of caesium. The
F= 1.666 1031 sin a good emission level was achieved despite the fact that

Sa the maximum nominal bakeout temperature of 4000C
was not attained due to the break up of the tungsten

where a is the half-angle of divergence of the beam as filament (see Table 2). On the other hand, a low
measured in a plane perpendicular to the plane pressure level in the chamber was reached at the onset of
containing the emitter slit. The other angle of the ion emission. This certainly favored a good wetting
divergence, p, measured in a plane containing the slit, of the slit. The voltage-current characteristic, Ve - Ie ,
does not appear in Eq. (1) due to its low values is shown in Fig. 6 for three different values of the
(tipically less than 10 degrees). The thrust per unit voltage applied to the accelerator electrode, Vacc. The
length of emitter slit is obtained by dividing the thrust curves have the shape typical of a FEEP thruster. They
by the length of the slit and it is often used to compare begin with a small slope at the threshold, then reach an
the performance of thrusters with different slit lengths. elbow and continue in a straight line with a much

The specific impulse, Isp , is given by: higher slope. For higher values of Vc , the curves are
shifted to lower values of V , almost parallel to each

Ip= 122.3 V (2) other. The current Ie remains the same for a certain
value of the total applied voltage, Vt. The variation of

The effects of the mass efficiency are not included in Eq. the t t, , it te eiion , is o. the thrust, F, with the emission current, Ie , is shown
(2). The specific power, defined as the total power
required to generate and accelerate the ion beam divided in Fig. 7 The departure from a straight line is due to
by the thrust produced, can be written as: the effects of the beam divergence angle. Also, for a

certain emission current, 1i , a higher thrust is obtained
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Table 2. Characteristic conditions of ion emission
.........................................................................................................................................................

Test # Maximum bakeout Threshold Slope of V - I, at Chamber pressure at Maximum slope of

Temperature (OC) Voltage (KV) threshold (mA/KV) emission onset (mbar) Ve - Ic curve

(mA/KV)
.............................................................................................................................................................

1 360 8.0 0.4 3-10-8 2.5

2 390 8.5 0.3 9-10 8 2.0

3 410 7.7 0.4 2-10-7 2.4

4 400 8.4 0.6 4.10-8 2.6

for lower values of Vacc ; in fact, the application of a A rather high accelerator current with maximum
higher voltage to the accelerator electrode causes the values up to 150 gA, was observed during the test.
divergence of the beam to increase, thus generating These high values are probably due to secondary
higher propulsive losses. Figure 8 shows the change of electrons backscattered from the chamber walls
the specific impulse with Vace for different levels of the following Ute impingement of the ion beam on them.

total applied voltage difference, V, while the specific The second 30 mm slit length emitter was used in
test #2. The maximum bakeout temperature was

power is given in Fig. 9. Note the similar trend inhe e u m rat
390'C, but the pressure chamber was somewhat higher

these two parameters. The specific impulse and the
. than the first test. The emission was much less regular

specific power decrease with V because of the and was localized in a limited number of points, as
decelerating effect of the accelerator electrode once the revealed by a quick look from the top window. This is
ion beam has passed through the slot in the accelerator clearly reflected in the higher threshold voltage and
plate, but they remain at rather high values. Thus, smaller slopes of the voltage-current characteristic. In
although a high value of Vac, would be required to general, all performance curves were similar in shape
lower the level of specific power, a smaller angle of but worse than in the previous test. The emitter was
divergence of the beam is obtained when a certain operated for about 17 hours during which it was never
voltage difference, Vt ,is achieved with a higher V c and possible to increase the emission current above 10 mA
a lower Vace. A small angle of divergence is desirable without causing an intense sparking and a sudden
not only to reduce propulsive losses, but also to avoid increase in the emitter temperature; this resulted in
the impingement of the beam on the accelerator plate higher caesium evaporation rates which prompted the
and the consequent bombardment of the emitter by formation of an electric arc. This persistant low
backscattered electrons. Therefore, a trade-off is performance during the entire test seems to suggest that
necessary in determining the values of the voltage Ve the non-continuous and irregular ion emission

and Vacc to be applied to the emitter and to the was related to the possible deformation of the blades
acce r , which form the slit, more than being caused solely by

accelerator electrode, respectively.igre 10 is a photograph of t t u an incomplete cleaning of the slit of CsOH crystals and
Figure 10 is a photograph of the thruster under by the low vacuum. The accelerator current, Vace, wastesting; the sharp image of the beam shows the regular

ion emission. It was not possible to take photographs higher than in the first test. The high value of 200 LA

showing the top view of the beam with the current fo r this parameter denotes an intense electron

configuration of the experimental apparatus. bombardment. No results from test #2 are presented.
Because of the very high values of accelerator
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current recorded during the first two tests, it was decided vacuum level at emission onset. After a few hours of
to employ an electron suppression grid and an ion operation at a low emission current, the ion emission
collector in the following tests. The electron became more steady and regular, quite likely as a
suppression grid consists of a fine net, concentric with consequence of the cleaning of the slit by the liquid
and close to the walls of the vessel. A certain voltage caesium. Actually, while keeping the applied voltages
is applied to this net in order to keep the secondary constant, the emission current was seen to increase with
electrons released by the walls from bombarding the time. However, at no point during the sixteen hours of
emitting unit. The ion collector is a round copper operation of the thruster was it possible to attain values
plate, placed at the aft-end of the chamber, cooled down of I above 10 mA. Observation of the emitter from
with LN 2 to low temperatures in order to "freeze" on its the top window revealed that the emission was not
surface any particle that impinges on it. The use of extended to the entire length of the slit. Figure 13 is a
these two devices should limit the number of secondary photograph showing a top view of the thruster, which
electrons and particles backscattered toward the thruster was obtained after a mxlification to the main flange was
(and therefore Va, ), thereby keeping the heating of the made. The photograph clearly shows that the emission
emitter and any damage to its blades to a minimum, was not continuous along the length of the slit, as
The emitter employed in test #1 was suitably indicated by alternating points of different brightness.
refurbished and used in the third test. In order to Also, toward the left end of the emitter slit, there is a
quantitatively define the beneficial effects of employing rather wide region where no emission occurs.
the electron suppression grid and the ion collector, a Considering the length of this dark region, it is thought
series of runs was carried out both with and without that the lack of emission was due to damage to and
these devices, deformation of the tip of the blades which form the slit.

An optimum value in the voltage applied to the This may have obstructed the passage of caesium more
electron suppression grid, Vr , was determined to be than the presence of residual CsOH crystals or dust

equal to + 250 Volts. When this value was chosen, the particles. The photograph also shows the angle of

accelerator current was at a minimum, V, and Va,,, divergence, p, that appears to be less than 10'. The
eing h t. Thr ws a d in other divergence angle, ra, was estimated to be equal to

being held constant. This value of Vgr was adopted in .
330 from a side picture of the beam.

all runs in which the grid was employed. The electric The 50 mm slit length emitter was used in the
characteristics are shown in Figs. 11 and 12: these plots fourth test. The bakeout phase was carefully carried out
clearly show the beneficial effects of using an electron and a good vacuum level was attained at emission onset.
suppression grid and an ion collector. Figure 11 is a Nonetheless, the beginning of the emission was
Ve-lc plot for 3 different values of Va,,. When these somewhat difficult and improved only slightly with
devices are employed, there is a substantial reduction in time: a maximum emission current of 10 mA was
the threshold voltage (about 0.9 KV) and, most reached, but any attempt to further increase Ic caused
importantly, the resulting accelerator current, a, , is some sparks between the electrodes. The Vc-Lc
much lower, remaining below 1(X) pA, as shown in characteristic is shown in Fig. 14 for four different
Fig. 12. The higher values of emission current, for the levels of V a,. The accelerator current, lc, , was kept
same level of emitter voltage, are reflected in a higher below 100 pA. All runs were performed with
thrust. No effect is felt on the specific impulse, and the The calcu d t t

S . V r-+250 Volts and with LN2. The calculated thrust isspecific power improves only slightly when using the
grid and the ion collector. This was expected, since I,p given in Fig. 15, showing a trend similar to that

re f , d n indicated in Fig. 7, and the specific power is illustrated
and in Fig. 16, with values ranging from 45 W/mN to 67

The improvement in Ie and a,,c probably was not W/mN. Figures 17 and 18 are two photographs of the
completely attributable to the grid and ion collector, ion beam, taken from the side and top window,
First the measurements with Vgr=0 and no LN 2 were respectively. The divergence angles were 29°< a<35'
taken. Later the same measurements were repeated with and (=IX8. The top view of the thruster is very
Vgr=+ 2 50 Volts and with the ion collector cooled by significant since it shows the distribution of points
LN 2. Initially the emission was somewhat difficult, with different brightness along the length of the slit,
probably because ol an incomplete wetting of the slit reflecting the variation in local ion emission. Figure
which might have been associated with the poor 19 is a densitometric analysis of the image of the beam
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given in Fig. 18. This picture offers some insight on accelerator voltage to furthcr reduce Psp.
the density distribution within the ion beam. However, Finally, some remarks on the use of an open
a higher resolution system should be employed in future feeding system are due. During the re-filling of the
applications. Also, one very bright spot appears to be emitter, some liquid caesium is occasionally dropped
behind the line of emission points. This spot is outside the emitter body. This occurs mainly because
probably some caesium that overflowed beyond the tip the initial drops of caesium are sprayed around by the
of the upper blade which forms the slit, as a thin CsOH layer formed at the nozzle exit of the feeding
consequence of a local deformation of the slit tip. It system between successive refills. When these caesium
should be noted that the actual slit width may be very drops are present, it is necessary to let this caesium
different from the nominal value. In fact, the stiffness evaporate before restarting the emitting unit; this leads
of the thin blade tips is very low, and deformation of to propellant losses and increases the chamber pressure.
the tip surface may occur due to thermal stress. Figure Also, the thruster is surrounded by caesium vapors
20 is a photograph showing the actual slit width at five aiding the formation of an electric arc between the two
different locations, taken with a microscope (x4(X)); electrodes. Therefore, it would be preferable to employ
these widths are quite different from the 1.1 f.n1 a closed type of feeding system, although such a
thickness of the sputtered nickel layer, solution is not easily applicable. Also, alternative

The results of all four tests seem to indicate that ways of propellant storage should be investigated.
the degree of wetting of the slit and the extent of even
distribution of emission points depends not only on the
accuracy of the bakeout process and the ultimate CONCLUSIONS
pressure attained in the vacuum chamber, but also on
the amount of slit tip deformation. No quantitative An experimental investigation of field
analysis of such effecLs is available at this time. emission electrostatic thrusters has been carried out.

A comparison of the performance recorded in Both 30 mm and 50 mm slit length emitters have been
the four tests is given in Figs. 21, 22 and 23. In order used. Four tests have been performed. All relevant
to compare emitters with different slit lengths. electric parameters have been measured and the main
quantities "per unit length" are shown. Also, all propulsion parameters have been calculated, allowing a
parameters are compared for a single value of the complete characterization of the thruster performance.
accelerator voltage, that is Vcc=-4 KV. Figure 21 is a Goxd levels of emission current have been obtained but
plot of the emission current per unit length, in mA/cm, the observed specific powers remain rather high,
as a function of Ve. This plot shows that the best indicating that the operation of the emitting unit with
characteristic curve is the one obtained in test #3 which larger values of accelerator voltage may be necessary.
has the lowest threshold voltage and the highest Also, the favourable effects of using an electron
maximum slope, equal to 0.9 mA/(cm-KV). The curve suppression grid and an ion collector have been shown.
relative to test #1 has a similar slope but a higher A photographic investigation of ion emission
threshold value, since the test was performed without has been carried out in order to qualitatively evaluate the
the electron suppression grid and the ion collector, degree of wetting of the slit and the extent of uniform
Note that both tes t#l and tes 1#3 were carried out using distributions of the emission points. With the exception
the same emitter, but in the second and fourth test of the first test, during which, however, observation of
different emitters were employed. This may be the emitting unit from the top window was not
connected to the possible link between emitter possible, some difficulties in obtaining a uniform
performance, degree of wetting of the slit and the wetting of the slit were experienced. It is believed that
deformations of the slit tips. The specific thrust, D, is the ellcLs of the bakeout process, the degree of vacuum
shown in Fig. 22. Note that the lower thrust obtained attained in the chamber, and the possible deformations
in test #3 is due to the lower required emitter voltage for of the slit tips have a strong inlluence on the degree of
a given level of Ic. This is rellected in a lower specific wetling ol the slit and the quality of the emission.
power, as indicated in Fig. 23. However, cven with In order to reduce the level of thermal stresses
this best case, the specific power remains at rather higlh iduced by the bakeout process, the maximum bakeout
values, ranging from 40 to 60 W/mN. Therefore, it temperature could be reduced to 250-300 0C; this
seems necessary to operate with high values of maximum temperature could be maintained for several

hours, in order to guarantee a good outgassing of the
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inner surfaces of the slit. Furthermore, the angle of the Thesis, Dept. of Aerospace Engineering, University
blades which make the tip of the slit could be increased, of Pisa, December 1986
and the blade length could be reduced. Both 9. Bartoli, C., Von Rohden, H., "Recent Results of
modifications should increase the stiffness of the blade Tests of Experimental Caesium Field Emitters with
tips, thus limiting their deformation. Other changes the ESTEC Electric Propulsion Test Facility",
that decrease the variability of the slit width should be Proc. ESTEC Field Emission Day, ESA SP-119,
investigated. Also, a more in-depth analysis of the 1977
effects of the ultimate pressure achieved in the vacuum
chamber should be carried out.

Also suggested is the development of a closed
feeding system and the study of alternative methods for
the storage of caesium as a propellant.
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Figure 9. Variation of Specific Power with Figure 11. Voltage-Current Characteristic for Test # 3
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Figure 10. Side View of Ion Beam in Test # 1 Figure 12. Variation of Accelerator Current with
Emission Current in Test # 3
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Figure 13. Top View of Ion Emission during Test # 3 Figure 15. Variation of Thrust with Emission Current
for Test # 4
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Figure 14. Voltage-Current Characteristic for Test # 4 Figure 16. Variation of Specific Power with
Accelerator Voltage for Test # 4
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Figure 17. Side View of Ion Beam in Test # 4
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Figure 18. Top View of Ion Beam in Test # 4

Figure 20. Photograph of Actual Slit Widths

Figure 19. Densitometric Analysis of Ion Beam
in Test # 4 13
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Figure 21. Comparison of Emission Current per Unit Figure 23. Comparison of Specific Power per Unit
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